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INTRODUCTION
• Gated Self-attentive Memory Network encodes dialog history and external domain knowledge in an end-to-end trainable manner.
• Novelty is that each utterance in the memory is enhanced with self-attention building the connection between dialog history and external domain.
• Our approach ranks at the second place for both student advising and Ubuntu subtasks integrated with external domain knowledge.

ENSEMBLE LEARNING

NETWORK MODULES
Bi-RNN based Utterance
Encoding

• XGBoost is employed to train a
second stage meta classifier.

• Bi-RNN is used as sentence
encoders.

• Scores from many GSMN models
with various hyperparameters are
used as features.

• Output is concatenation of
the first hidden state of
backward RNN and last
hidden state of forward
RNN.

• Training instances with mean
prediction scores outside the
range [0.001,0.95] are filtered out.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Memory Attention
• Attention mechanism is used to
“retrieve” relevant memory
vectors.
• Output is a weighted sum of the
memory vectors.

Baseline and GSMN results on the Flex advising
dev set. EK denotes external knowledge.

Baseline and GSMN results on the Ubuntu dev set.
(Single model)

EFFECTIVENESS OF SELF-ATTENTION AT UTTERANCE LEVEL
Gated Memory Attention
• Input and the retrieved
memories are
combined via a gating
mechanism.
• Regulates the degree
of enhancement.
• Prevents information
overload.

LU: restricted the inputs to only the last utterance of a dialog history.
AU: use almost all utterances of a dialogue history ( last 6 utterances )

•

Significant performance gains across all evaluation metrics and model settings were observed.

•

This confirms that modeling co-references among dialog utterances via self-attention was effective.

OFFICIAL EVALUATION RESULTS
GATED SELF-ATTENTIVE MEMORY NETWORK

Subtask 1

• Short-term memories
and long-term
memories are stacked
sequentially.
• Process is repeated in
a multi-hop fashion.
• Weights are not
shared across hops.
• Memory enhanced
dialog utterances are
summed into a single
vector.

Subtask 5
* Denotes the 1st-place evaluation results.

Discussion
•

Bi-RNNs in GSMN might have heavily memorized the language styles in training data and failed to adapt to the
novel styles in test-case2 .

•

Our models could not handle cases where subject and direct object of sentence were reversed.

•

For example, “EECS281 is taken by most students in second semester” instead of “Most students take EECS281 in
second semester”.

CONCLUSION
• Gated Self-attentive Memory Network effectively integrates external knowledge and dialog history in an
end-to-end fashion.
• For future work, we believe that improving the encoding power of dialog history and external domain
knowledge as well as their interaction will be crucial for further performance improvement.

